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Financial Services Group

Gordon Feinblatt’s Financial Services lawyers advise clients that offer financial, banking and insurance services in Maryland. Our clients include banks, thrifts, credit unions, consumer finance companies, FinTech companies, mortgage bankers and brokers, insurance companies and producers, check cashers, debt management and debt settlement companies, industry trade associations, and businesses that provide data processing and other services to the financial services sector. We regularly handle matters that include the following:
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Please contact us at www.gfrlaw.com or 410-576-4000 if you want assistance solving your legal challenges.
I. Introduction to the Maryland Credit Laws

A. The laws that apply to credit extensions in Maryland can be confusing. This survey presents in a basic format a road map through these laws. In this survey, “Maryland Credit Laws” refers to seven different Subtitles of Title 12 of Maryland’s Commercial Law Article (“CL”) that set rates of interest, charges, and fees, as well as impose other restrictions on credit. All credit extended under Maryland law is subject to one (or, perhaps, more than one) of these seven Maryland Credit Laws.

B. The Maryland Credit Laws are:

- Interest and Usury (“I&U”)\(^1\)
  The I&U law dates back to 1845 when the Maryland legislature enacted a penalty for usury, which is defined as a rate of interest that exceeds legal limits. I&U covers both open-end and closed-end loans.

- Consumer Loans-Credit Provisions (“Consumer Loan Law”)\(^2\)
  The Consumer Loan Law applies to certain loans of $6,000 or less, except for loans governed by the Secondary Mortgage Loan Law, described below. It is modeled on a traditional small loan law that allows high interest rates, but imposes many restrictions on other terms.

- Secondary Mortgage Loans-Credit Provisions (“SMLL”)\(^3\)
  SMLL governs loans secured in whole or in part by second or more junior liens on one-to-four family residential real property. SMLL also governs deferred purchase price financing if the financed purchase price is secured by a second or more junior lien on residential real property. Because this law contains significant ambiguities and does not accommodate recent innovations in mortgage lending, it should be avoided if an alternative is available.\(^4\)

- Retail Credit Accounts (“RCAL”)\(^5\)
  RCAL governs the retail sale of goods or services except for those that are financed under RISA (defined below). RCAL is intended primarily to cover open-end credit, but also applies to closed-end credit. This law applies only to consumer transactions. Because it does not include recent innovations in open-end financing, it should be avoided if an alternative is available.

- Retail Installment Sales (“RISA”)\(^6\)
  RISA governs closed-end financing of the retail sale of consumer goods valued at $25,000 or less (and partially governs closed-end financing of any value if the goods are motor vehicles) if the seller takes a security interest in the goods or takes other collateral security. Because it does not include recent innovations in financing, creditors often avoid RISA if an alternative is available.

- Credit Grantor Revolving Credit Provisions (“Subtitle 9”)\(^7\)
  Enacted in 1983 to modernize Maryland’s Credit Laws, Subtitle 9 covers revolving direct loans and credit sales. Subtitle 9 provides different terms for consumer loans than for loans made for business or investment purposes. Subtitle 9 is the favored credit law for consumer purpose revolving credit and

\(^1\) Interest and Usury (“I&U”)\(^1\)
\(^2\) Consumer Loans-Credit Provisions (“Consumer Loan Law”)\(^2\)
\(^3\) Secondary Mortgage Loans-Credit Provisions (“SMLL”)\(^3\)
\(^4\) SMLL governs loans secured in whole or in part by second or more junior liens on one-to-four family residential real property. SMLL also governs deferred purchase price financing if the financed purchase price is secured by a second or more junior lien on residential real property. Because this law contains significant ambiguities and does not accommodate recent innovations in mortgage lending, it should be avoided if an alternative is available.\(^4\)
\(^5\) Retail Credit Accounts (“RCAL”)\(^5\)
\(^6\) Retail Installment Sales (“RISA”)\(^6\)
\(^7\) Credit Grantor Revolving Credit Provisions (“Subtitle 9”)\(^7\)
for certain smaller dollar amount business or investment purpose revolving credit extended to non-corporate entities or to individuals.

- Credit Grantor Closed End Credit Provisions ("Subtitle 10")

Enacted in 1983 to modernize Maryland’s Credit Laws, Subtitle 10 covers direct loans and credit sales involving closed-end credit. Subtitle 10 provides different terms for consumer loans than for loans made for business or investment purposes. Subtitle 10 is the favored credit law for most consumer purpose closed-end credit and for certain smaller dollar amount business or investment purpose closed-end credit extended to non-corporate entities or to individuals.

II. General Rules: Which Credit Law Applies?

A. Election or Details

The creditor may elect the Maryland Credit Law that will govern a credit transaction. Subtitles 9 and 10 govern credit only if the creditor has made a written election of Subtitle 9 or 10 in the credit agreement. If either Subtitle 9 or 10 applies, no other Maryland Credit Law applies to that credit. If the parties do not elect a specific Maryland Credit Law in the credit agreement, Subtitles 9 and 10 will not apply. The details of the credit agreement will establish the credit law or laws that apply. For example, if there is no express election of Subtitle 9 or 10 and if the credit is a financed sale, then the credit will be governed by RISA, RCAL, or SMLL, or will be an unregulated time-price sale. If there is no express election of Subtitle 9 or 10 and the credit is a direct loan, the credit laws that may apply are the Consumer Loan Law, SMLL, and I&U. Neither RISA, RCAL, nor the time-price doctrine will apply to direct loans. I&U governs if, based on details of a loan transaction, no other more specific Maryland Credit Law clearly governs the loan.

B. Creditor Licensing

Maryland’s creditor licensing statutes generally are found in Title 11 of Maryland’s Financial Institutions Article. Depending on the type of credit extended, a creditor may need to be licensed under one or more of these licensing provisions. Even creditors who make loans that are not regulated by the Maryland Credit Laws may need a license. All licensing laws are administered by the Maryland Commissioner of Financial Regulation.


Unless exempt, no person may make a loan under the Consumer Loan Law (Title 12, Subtitle 3 of Commercial Law Article) without a license. Separate licenses are required for each place of business. Licenses may not be issued to banks, trust companies, savings banks, credit unions, or savings and loan associations.
Except for loans made by mail at the borrower’s request because of sickness or hours of employment or similar reasons, applications must be received, notes must be signed, and all business must be conducted at a licensed location.\textsuperscript{18} The statute is silent on how this requirement applies to online lending. Loan applications for home loans may be solicited and accepted at any location requested by the applicant and also by mail, by telephone, or electronically.\textsuperscript{19} In addition to closings at the licensed office, home loans may be closed at the office of an attorney or title company and, to accommodate the borrower’s sickness and upon that borrower’s written request, at any other location.\textsuperscript{20}

Licenses issued generally expire on December 31 of the year in which the license is issued; however, if a license is issued after November 1 in a given year, the license will expire on December 31 of the following year.\textsuperscript{21} Effective July 1, 2017, licenses must be applied for and renewed through the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry (“NMLS”).\textsuperscript{22} Licenses are subject to one-year renewal terms, but license expiration may be staggered to the extent required or permitted by the NMLS.\textsuperscript{23} Licensees are required to keep specified books and records.\textsuperscript{24} Loans governed by the Consumer Loan Law may not be sold to any person who is not licensed under the Consumer Loans-Licensing Provisions. If a loan is acquired by a person who is not licensed or who is not exempt from licensing, it is not enforceable.\textsuperscript{25}


Unless the lender is exempt, an installment loan license is required to extend credit under Subtitles 9 or 10 or I&U §§12-103(a)(3) or (c).\textsuperscript{26} Unless licensed, a lender may not engage in the business of making installment loans or make more than five installment loans a year.\textsuperscript{27} Loans between relatives, between an employer and an employee, between a landlord and a tenant, and certain tuition loans are exempt.\textsuperscript{28}

If organized under Maryland law or otherwise qualified to do business in Maryland, the following lenders are exempt: a Maryland chartered bank, a national bank, a federal savings and loan, a federal or Maryland credit union, a Consumer Loans-Licensing Provisions licensee, a seller of goods or services not engaged in making loans or acting as a credit services business, and a bank chartered under the laws of another state that has a branch in Maryland.\textsuperscript{29} Banks chartered under the laws of other states that do not have branches in Maryland are not exempt from installment loan licensing. A person who is licensed in Maryland as a mortgage lender and engages solely in a mortgage lending business is exempt.\textsuperscript{30} Affiliates of Maryland chartered banks and credit unions and of out-of-state state chartered banks that have deposit taking branches in Maryland also are exempt, provided that the affiliate is subject to audit or examination by a Maryland agency or by an agency of the state where the affiliate maintains its principal office and files identifying information with the Commissioner of Financial Regulation.\textsuperscript{31} Affiliates and subsidiaries of federally chartered depository institutions are no longer exempt unless a federal preemption applies.
An installment loan license is applied for and issued in accordance with the Maryland Consumer Loans-Licensing Provisions. An installment loan licensee is subject to the licensing and investigatory provisions of the Maryland Consumer Loans-Licensing Provisions.


Persons who engage in the business of acquiring, investing in, or lending money secured by installment sale agreements made between other parties, a retail credit account transaction made between other parties, or a home improvement transaction made between other parties, if collateral security is required and given to the home improvement contractor as a condition to the transaction, must be licensed under the Sales Finance Companies – Licensing Provisions. An “installment sale agreement” is defined as a contract for the retail sale of consumer goods, negotiated or entered into in Maryland, under which part or all of the price is payable in one or more payments after the making of the contract and the seller takes collateral security or keeps a security interest in the goods sold. Collateral security includes a guaranty. “Goods” are tangible personal property with a cash price of $25,000 or less.

Maryland chartered banks, national banks, and banks chartered under the laws of other states that have a branch in Maryland are not required to be licensed. A separate license is required for each location where a person engages in business as a sales finance company. Licenses issued generally expire on December 31 of the year in which the license is issued; however, if a license is issued after November 1 in a given year, the license will expire on December 31 of the following year. Effective July 1, 2017, licenses must be applied for and renewed through NMLS. Licenses are subject to one-year renewal terms, but license expiration may be staggered to the extent required or permitted by the NMLS.

4. Mortgage Lender Law

Unless exempt, mortgage lenders, mortgage brokers, and mortgage loan servicers must be licensed under the Mortgage Lender Law. A “mortgage lender” makes “mortgage loans.” “Mortgage lender” also includes persons who service mortgage loans for others or collect or otherwise receive payments on mortgage loans directly from borrowers for distribution to others. In addition, the term “mortgage lender” includes a “mortgage broker,” who is a person that, for a fee or other valuable consideration, aids or assists a borrower in obtaining a mortgage loan and is not named as the lender in the note.

A “mortgage loan” is a loan primarily for personal, family, or household use that is secured by a mortgage, deed of trust, or other equivalent consensual security interest on a dwelling or residential real estate. “Residential real estate” is owner-occupied real property located in Maryland on which a dwelling is constructed or intended to be constructed. Many lenders are exempt from licensing, including:
• Maryland chartered banks, national banks, federal thrifts, and banks chartered under the laws of other states that have a branch in Maryland.48

• Insurance companies authorized to do business in Maryland.49

• Affiliates of Maryland chartered banks and credit unions and of out-of-state state chartered banks that have deposit taking branches in Maryland, provided that the affiliate is subject to audit or examination by a Maryland agency or by an agency of the state where the affiliate maintains its principal office and files identifying information with the Commissioner of Financial Regulation prior to making mortgage loans.50 Affiliates and subsidiaries of federally chartered depository institutions are no longer exempt unless a federal preemption applies.

• Employees of licensed mortgage lenders or exempt lenders acting within the scope of their employment.51

• Nonprofit charitable organizations registered with the Maryland Secretary of State through the SDAT or a nonprofit religious organization.52

• Home improvement contractors licensed under the Maryland Home Improvement Law who assign a mortgage loan without recourse within 30 days after completion of the home improvement contract to a licensed or exempt person.53

A separate license is required for each place of business where a person conducts a mortgage loan business.54 Licenses issued generally expire on December 31 of the year in which the license is issued; however, if a license is issued after November 1 in a given year, the license will expire on December 31 of the following year.55 Licenses are subject to one-year renewal terms.56

The Mortgage Lender Law and the Mortgage Originator Law (see Part II.B.5. below) conform to the requirements of the federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008.57 Applicants and licensees must use NMLS.

5. Mortgage Originator Law

Unless exempt, a mortgage loan originator must be licensed under the Mortgage Originator Law.58 A “mortgage loan originator” is an individual who, for compensation or gain, either takes a loan application or offers or negotiates terms of a mortgage loan.59 Among other exemptions, mortgage loan originator licensing does not apply to employees of banks, savings associations, credit unions, and their subsidiaries that registered through the NMLS as directed by the federal banking agencies. “Subsidiaries” means entities owned and controlled by a financial institution and regulated by a federal banking agency. Employees of mortgage lenders that are affiliates (and not subsidiaries) of a financial institution are subject to Maryland mortgage loan originator licensing.60
A licensed individual only may act as a mortgage originator when acting within the scope of employment with a mortgage lender. Licenses for mortgage originators are issued for one-year terms on a calendar year basis.

C. “Residential Real Property”

Throughout the Maryland Credit Laws, loans secured by residential real property or a dwelling are given special treatment. For most, but not all, purposes residential real property means owner-occupied real property having a dwelling on it designated principally as a residence with accommodations for not more than four families. The term “dwelling” in the Maryland Credit Laws has nearly the same meaning as in the federal Truth-in-Lending Act.

D. Conflicts of Law

To determine whether Maryland law or some other state law applies, Maryland courts use a standard conflicts of law analysis following Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws §195 (1971). Where more than one state has an interest in the parties or the transaction, Maryland courts generally follow Restatement (Second) §187(2). I&U expresses a public policy that loans made to Maryland residents secured by property located in Maryland are governed by Maryland law. SMLL also expresses a public policy that credit secured by a junior lien on residential real property located in Maryland is governed by Maryland law and RCAL provides that a retail credit account is made in Maryland and subject to RCAL, notwithstanding any situs of contract specified in it, if a seller offers or agrees in Maryland to sell to a Maryland resident or a Maryland resident buyer accepts or makes an offer to buy in Maryland. However, in Jackson v. Pasadena Receivables, Inc., 398 Md. 611, 921 A.2d 799 (2007), the Maryland Court of Appeals enforced the choice of South Dakota law in a credit card agreement between a national bank located in South Dakota and a Maryland consumer. The Court found no fundamental public policy in RCAL that required application of Maryland law “in light of the full legislative approach to this issue.”

E. State Law Preemption of Local Law

Only the State of Maryland (and not counties or cities) may enact laws that regulate extensions of credit made by financial institutions. This protects lenders from different local lending standards.

F. Safe Harbor

Subtitles 9 and 10 protect creditors who rely on or act in accordance with guidance (either an opinion or written interpretation) from the Maryland Attorney General or the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner of Financial Regulation in taking action or using a form. If the creditor’s practice has been found acceptable by the Attorney General or the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner, but is later found by a court to violate Subtitle 9 or 10, the creditor may have to refund the charges that a court determines to have been collected in violation of the law, but the creditor will not be subject to Subtitle 9 or 10 penalties. The safe harbor does not limit penalties for a knowing or willful violation of Subtitles 9 or 10.
III. Transactions Not Subject to Maryland Credit Laws or Subject to Special Rules

A. Sale Transactions

Credit sales of consumer goods are governed by RISA if the loan is secured by collateral, or by RCAL if unsecured. RCAL also governs the credit sale of services. Alternatively, the seller of consumer goods and services may elect to have credit governed by Subtitle 9 or 10. Available credit terms are described below.

Although time-price differential is included as interest in I&U, Maryland law accepts the time-price sale doctrine. Credit sales not covered by RCAL, RISA, or Subtitle 9 or 10 may be made as unregulated time-price sales. Installment sales of land are governed by the Land Installment Contracts Law.

B. Commercial Purpose/Investment Purpose

Some credit advanced for commercial or investment purposes that falls within the definition of a “commercial loan” is virtually unregulated by the Maryland Credit Laws. I&U defines a commercial loan as a loan to any business or commercial organization, or a loan to an individual or sole proprietorship for the single purpose of acquiring or carrying on a business or commercial enterprise. All loans to corporations and non-corporate business entities, such as limited liability companies, partnerships, and joint ventures, are commercial loans. If any proceeds of a loan to an individual are used for personal, family, or household purposes, the loan is not a commercial loan. A loan to an individual to make any investment not related to that individual’s normal business or professional activities is not a commercial loan under I&U if the individual is a passive investor.

Subtitles 9 and 10 define a commercial loan as any extension of credit to a business or commercial organization, or any loan to an individual or sole proprietor made solely to acquire an interest in or to carry on a business or commercial enterprise. All loans to business entities, such as limited liability companies, corporations, partnerships, and joint ventures, are commercial loans under this definition. Loans to individuals and sole proprietors are commercial loans if all of the loan proceeds are used to acquire an interest in or to carry on a business or commercial enterprise. If any proceeds are used for personal, family, or household purposes, the loan is not a commercial loan. Unlike investment-purpose loans made under I&U, investment purpose loans are commercial loans under Subtitles 9 and 10 if the loan proceeds are used to buy an interest in a business or commercial enterprise, even if the borrower is a passive investor.

C. Loans to Corporations

Loans to corporations are subject to I&U, but are virtually unregulated.

D. Loans to Non-Corporate Business Entities

Loans to non-corporate business entities, such as general partnerships, limited partnerships, joint ventures, and limited liability companies, are virtually
unregulated by the Maryland Credit Laws if the loans are more than $15,000 and are not secured by residential real property. All loans of $15,000 or less to non-corporate business entities are more significantly regulated under the Maryland Credit Laws. Loans to non-corporate business entities of $75,000 or less that are secured by residential real property also are regulated under the Maryland Credit Laws. Loans to non-corporate business entities of more than $75,000, even if secured by residential real property, are also virtually unregulated by the Maryland Credit Laws.78

E. Loans of $75,000 or Less to Individuals for Commercial Purposes

Loans of $75,000 or less to individuals that are secured by residential real property and are made for commercial purposes are regulated under the Maryland Credit Laws.79

F. Loans of $15,000 or Less to Individuals for Commercial Purposes

All loans of $15,000 or less to individuals for commercial purposes are regulated under the Maryland Credit Laws.80

G. Loans Insured or Guaranteed by Government Agencies

Under I&U, if a loan is insured or guaranteed by any federal agency or instrumentality, and if it is secured by real property and is made in compliance with federal law, the creditor may charge interest at the rate permitted by federal law.81

H. Loans Under the Securities and Exchange Act

Under I&U, a registered broker or dealer who extends credit on pledged securities may charge interest at any rate if the debit balance is secured by the securities and is payable on demand.82

IV. Closed-End Loans

A. Introduction

Closed-end loans generally are made under I&U or Subtitle 10. The Consumer Loan Law and the SMLL might be applicable, but neither provides flexibility in loan terms. A creditor would choose the Consumer Loan Law or the SMLL to govern a closed-end loan only if either provided a particular benefit (e.g., higher interest rate or absence of additional licensing requirement) to the creditor’s unique business plan.

B. Interest & Usury

1. Interest Rates

I&U specifies several maximum interest rates:

*General legal rate of interest: 6% per year.*83
Loans under written agreement: 8% per year if there is a written agreement signed by the borrower that sets forth the stated rate of interest charged by the lender.\footnote{84}

Loans secured by certificates of deposits: 2% in excess of the rate of interest payable on the certificate of deposit.\footnote{85}

Loans secured by collateral other than real estate or savings accounts: 24% per year.\footnote{86}

Loans secured by a first lien on residential real property: no interest limitations.\footnote{87}

Commercial loans: no interest limitations except for certain regulated commercial loans.\footnote{88}

Variable rate: I&U prohibits variable interest rates on consumer loans (unless secured by real property) and imposes restrictions on variable interest rates for real property secured loans.\footnote{89}

Unearned interest rebate calculation upon prepayment: A rebate of unearned interest upon prepayment is required, and when the loan is consumer purpose and secured by the borrower’s primary residence, it must be computed by the actuarial method.\footnote{90}

2. Fees and Charges

I&U generally permits the following fees to be collected from borrowers if paid to third parties:

- Governmental fees
- Attorney fees for the preparation, closing, or disbursement of the loan
- Property expenses including taxes
- Liability, life, and health insurance premiums
- A late charge of the greater of $2 or 5% of the total amount of any payment that has been late for at least 15 days.\footnote{91}

Other charges not retained by the lender, such as appraisal fees, tax search fees, title search fees, and survey charges, may be collected.\footnote{92} A fee for recording a release of a mortgage or deed of trust upon full payment may be collected by the noteholder.\footnote{93} Any portion of the release fee not paid to the government that exceeds $15.00 must be returned to the borrower.\footnote{94} Costs of collection and attorney fees in the event of default may be imposed if included in the contract.

3. Repossession

I&U contains specific repossession procedures that apply to regulated loans.\footnote{95} The repossession notices required by I&U are different from the notices required by Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code. Creditors that provide Article 9 notices will violate I&U.
C. Subtitle 10

1. Interest Rates

*Maximum simple interest rate:* 24% per year.96

*Variable rate:* The interest rate may vary in accordance with an index or formula that is made readily available to the borrower and is beyond the control of the creditor.97

2. Collateral

Loans may be secured by any type of collateral.98 The type of collateral affects the permissible payment schedule and permitted fees and charges.

3. Fees and Charges — Consumer Borrowers

Subtitle 10 authorizes different fees and charges for “consumer borrowers” and “non-consumer borrowers.” A “consumer borrower” is “an individual receiving a loan or other extension of credit under this subtitle for personal, household, or family purposes or an individual receiving a commercial loan or other extension of credit for any commercial purpose not in excess of $75,000, secured by residential real property.”99 All other borrowers are “non-consumer borrowers.”

A creditor may charge loan fees, points, finder’s fees, and any other charges to consumer borrowers in an amount, when combined with any finder’s fee imposed by a mortgage broker, up to 10% of the original extension of credit as long as the charge is authorized in the loan agreement and the loan is secured by residential real property.100 The 10% restriction does not apply to first lien loans secured by residential real property.

A creditor may charge the following fees in connection with loans to consumer borrowers, provided the fees are authorized in the loan agreement, are actual expenses of the creditor, and are not retained by the creditor:

- Attorney fees for services rendered in connection with preparation, closing, or disbursement of the loan101
- Any expense, tax, or charge paid to a governmental agency102
- Examination of title, appraisal, or other costs necessary or appropriate to the security of the loan103
- Premiums for credit life, credit accident and health, credit disability, involuntary unemployment benefit, and similar insurance coverages as long as such coverage is optional with the borrower104
- Premiums for property insurance, title insurance, and credit loss insurance as long as the purchase is from an insurer of the borrower's choice105

These fees may be imposed, charged, and collected at any time, including when the loan is prepaid.106 If collected when the loan is prepaid, the fees do not become a prohibited prepayment charge.107 Creditors also may charge the following fees that are actual expenses and are not retained, if authorized in the loan agreement:
• Attorney fees on default, so long as the attorney is not the creditor's salaried employee, and court and other collection costs.108

• A fee for recording a release of a mortgage or deed of trust upon full payment may be collected by the noteholder.109 Any portion of the release fee not paid to the government that exceeds $15.00 must be returned to the borrower.110

A creditor may charge and retain the following charges:

• A creditor may impose a charge on late payments in any agreed amount. A default interest rate may be charged only on commercial loans.111

• A creditor may impose a bad check fee of $15.00 if a payment check is dishonored on the second presentment.112

• A deferral charge in any agreed amount may be imposed to permit a borrower to defer payment.113

• A refinancing charge in any agreed amount may be imposed to permit a borrower to refinance a Subtitle 10 credit extension.114

• Both mechanical repair contracts and debt cancellation agreements may be sold, provided that the cost of each is separately itemized and the mechanical repair contract is sold in connection with credit relating to the sale of a motor vehicle.115

Additional charges may be retained by the creditor in connection with commercial purpose credit.116 Certain fees are explicitly excluded from Subtitle 10’s definition of interest, while others are not.

4. Prepayment — Consumer Borrowers

A consumer borrower has the right to prepay the credit extension in full at any time without penalty.117 If the credit extension is prepaid in full, a refund of the unearned precomputed interest must be made or the unearned precomputed interest must be credited to the obligation.118 If the refund or credit is less than $5.00, no refund need be made.119

The unearned portion of the interest must be calculated in accordance with the actuarial method.120 To make the calculation, the creditor may use the originally scheduled or deferred payment schedule or the actual dates payments are made.121

A creditor also is required to refund unearned insurance premiums to the debtor.122

5. Repossession — Consumer Borrowers

Special rules govern the repossession of tangible personal property from a consumer borrower.123 Tangible personal property would include anything moveable that is capable of being touched. The Subtitle 10 repossession procedures and notices apply in lieu of the procedures and notices required by the Uniform Commercial Code.124 A creditor who uses standard Uniform Commercial Code repossession notices and follows Uniform Commercial Code repossession procedures will violate Subtitle 10.
Creditors may repossess tangible personal property from a consumer borrower only by legal process or self-help, without the use of force. Repossession is only allowed upon a default. Four notices, one discretionary and three mandatory, are required:

- A discretionary notice of intent to repossess may be sent at least ten days before a creditor repossesses the property. The notice must specify the default and when the property will be repossessed. The notice also must state the rights of the debtor if the property is repossessed. The notice may be delivered to the borrower personally or sent to the borrower’s last known address by registered or certified mail.

A mandatory notice must be given within five days after the creditor repossesses the property. It must be delivered to the borrower personally or sent to the borrower’s last known address by registered or certified mail. This notice must indicate the right of the borrower to redeem the property and the amount that must be paid; the right of the borrower as to a resale and the liability for a deficiency; and the exact location where the property is stored and the address where any payment is to be made.

The creditor must retain the property for 15 days after the creditor gives the redemption notice. During this 15 day period, the borrower may redeem and take possession of the property and resume performance of the agreement. To redeem the property, the borrower is required to pay only the amount due under the agreement at the time of redemption without giving effect to any acceleration clause. The borrower also must tender performance of any other promise for the breach of which the property was repossessed. If the ten day discretionary notice was given, the borrower also must pay the actual and reasonable expenses of taking and storing the property.

- If the property is not redeemed during the 15 day period, the creditor is required to notify the borrower at least ten days before sale of the property of the date and time of the sale.

The repossessed property must be sold at a public auction or a private sale. The notice of sale for both a public auction and a private sale must notify the borrower of the time and place of the sale. This requirement presents challenges for private sales.

After the property is sold, the creditor must send a final accounting to the borrower.

If the provisions on repossession are not followed, a creditor is not entitled to a deficiency judgment and may be subject to Subtitle 10 penalties.

6. Balloon Payments — Consumer Borrowers

Subtitle 10 does not permit creditors to schedule a balloon payment in connection with a consumer installment loan unless the loan is secured by residential real property or the loan is secured by a motor vehicle and exceeds $30,000.
The balloon payment prohibition applies only to “consumer installment loans,” which are defined as loans repayable in “scheduled periodic payments of principal and interest.”\textsuperscript{135} The prohibition does not apply to lump sum repayment loans, even if monthly payments of interest are required.

Conditions apply to balloon payments for consumer installment loans secured by a junior lien on residential real property.\textsuperscript{136} A borrower must be permitted to postpone payment of the balloon payment for six months on request, as long as the consumer continues to make payments in the regularly scheduled amounts during the postponement period. No fees for the postponement period may be imposed in addition to interest.\textsuperscript{137} The right to postpone is not required to be disclosed to the borrower and only applies if the borrower requests it. Balloon payments are permitted, without conditions, for non-consumer loans and loans secured by first mortgages on residential real property.

7. Fees and Charges — Nonconsumer Borrower

For a nonconsumer borrower, unlimited points may be imposed plus reasonable fees for services rendered or reimbursement of expenses.\textsuperscript{138} These fees may be retained by the lender and would include:

- Commitment fees
- Official fees and taxes
- Insurance premiums for any insurance which would be permitted to be required under the insurance code and that is appropriate to the loan
- Fees for examination of title, inspection, recording or other costs appropriate to the loan security
- Filing fees
- Attorney fees
- Travel expenses

Late charges are also permitted to be imposed and for a nonconsumer borrower may include both a higher rate of interest on amounts in default and a flat late charge.\textsuperscript{139}

Default charges may be imposed on the borrower. These would include attorney fees and for a nonconsumer borrower, the attorney could be a salaried employee of the lender.\textsuperscript{140}

Deferral charges are unlimited.\textsuperscript{141}

Prepayment penalties may be imposed and the amount is unlimited.\textsuperscript{142}

8. Prepayment — Nonconsumer Borrower

The terms of prepayment for a nonconsumer borrower are determined by agreement. A prepayment penalty is permitted.\textsuperscript{143} Maryland case law seems to require creditors to rebate unearned interest even to a nonconsumer borrower, at least upon acceleration by the creditor.\textsuperscript{144}
D. Payday Lending

The Maryland Attorney General has concluded that “payday loans” or “deferred presentment loans” are subject to the Maryland Credit Laws.\textsuperscript{145} Coupled with the credit services business law (discussed below at Part X.B.) payday loans at interest rates exceeding those authorized under the Maryland Credit Laws are effectively prohibited in Maryland.

V. Real Estate Credit

A. Introduction

Loans and credit sales secured by real estate may be made under I&U, Consumer Loan Law, SMLL, Subtitle 9 (for revolving credit), or Subtitle 10 (for closed-end credit).

B. Ability to Repay

Lenders making mortgage loans must give due regard to the borrower's ability to repay the loan.\textsuperscript{146} “Mortgage loan” is defined in Maryland’s Mortgage Lender Law as a loan primarily for personal, family, or household use that is secured by a mortgage, deed of trust, or other equivalent consensual security interest on a dwelling or residential real estate.\textsuperscript{147}

Lenders must take into account the fully indexed rate of the mortgage loan and property taxes and insurance, whether or not an escrow account will be established.\textsuperscript{148} “Due regard” is established by considering the borrower’s debt to income ratio and verifying the borrower’s gross monthly income and assets by review of third-party written documentation.\textsuperscript{149} Third-party written documentation includes W-2’s, income tax returns, payroll receipts, bank accounts, other financial institution records, or other third-party documents that provide reasonably reliable evidence of the borrower’s income or assets.\textsuperscript{150} These requirements do not apply to (1) reverse mortgages, (2) loans approved for government guaranty under the Federal Housing Administration, the Veterans Administration, the United States Department of Agriculture, the Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development, or the Community Development Administration, or (3) refinance mortgage loans offered under the federal Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan and made available by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation or the Federal National Mortgage Association.\textsuperscript{151}

C. Credit Secured by a First Lien on Residential Real Property

Maryland has not preempted any federal law that applies to mortgage lending.\textsuperscript{152} Several Maryland law requirements apply only to loans secured by first liens on residential real property:

1. Escrow Accounts

A bank, savings bank, or savings and loan association doing business in Maryland that makes a closed-end loan to a consumer borrower secured by a
first lien on residential real property must pay interest to the consumer borrower on the funds in any escrow account maintained in connection with the loan. The amount of interest paid must be at an annual rate not less than the weekly average yield on United States Treasury securities adjusted to a constant maturity of one year, as published by the Federal Reserve in “Selected Interest Rates (Daily)--H.15”, as of the first business day of the calendar year.153

When a lender or servicer of a first lien residential mortgage loan determines that a borrower must pay an increased amount in escrow, the lender or servicer may not charge interest or fees on the amount of the increase for one year after the determination is made.154 A lender or servicer may charge a borrower interest if the lender or servicer is required to advance its own funds to pay taxes, insurance premiums, or other borrower expenses.155 Before charging interest, the lender or servicer must provide the borrower with notice that an advance was made and that interest will be charged on the advance.156

2. Attorney Fees and Title Insurance — Primary Residence Liens

In connection with a closed-end loan to a consumer borrower secured by a first lien on the consumer borrower’s primary residence, a creditor may not require that the borrower employ a particular attorney or title insurance company to perform a title search, examination of title, or closing if the borrower notifies the creditor, within seven days after application for the loan, of the name and business address of the borrower’s choice of attorney or title insurance company, and the creditor does not reject the borrower’s choice for good cause within seven days after the receipt of the notice. Even if the borrower selects his or her own attorney or title company, a creditor may require the borrower to pay for preparation of loan closing documents, title insurance, review of documents prepared by the borrower’s attorney, and attendance at settlement by the creditor’s attorney.157

If, in connection with a closed-end loan to a consumer borrower secured by a first lien on the borrower’s primary residence, a creditor intends to impose fees for settlement services, or document review services performed by an attorney designated by the creditor, or if the creditor makes the employment of a particular attorney or title insurance company a condition of settlement, the creditor must provide the borrower with a written notice. The notice must state the creditor’s requirements concerning selection of an attorney, title insurance company, or other person to perform settlement services relating to the loan, disclose the borrower’s ability to choose an attorney or title insurance company (see preceding paragraph), and provide a good faith estimate of the fee or fees to be charged. The notice must be provided at the time of, or within three business days after, the application for a loan, or earlier upon request. A copy of the notice, signed by the applicant, must accompany any executed application for a loan.158

If legal fees in excess of $100 for the creditor’s attorney will be imposed on the borrower, the borrower must be provided with a statement that describes the services to be performed, specifies certain fees, and states that the services are being performed for the creditor but are to be paid for by the borrower. The fees must be reasonable, and must be separately itemized on the settlement sheet and identified as legal fees to the creditor’s attorney.159
3. Inspection Fees

With limited exceptions, a creditor may not impose an inspection fee on the borrower in connection with a loan that is secured by residential real property. A lender's inspection fee may be imposed on a borrower if the inspection is needed in connection with a construction loan to ascertain completion of construction of a new home, or in connection with repairs, alterations, or other work required by the creditor in connection with any other type of loan.160

4. Financing and Commitment Agreements — Primary Residence Liens

Consumer loans secured by first liens on residential real property occupied by the owner as his or her primary residence are subject to additional requirements. Only persons subject to licensing under the Mortgage Lender Law (discussed at Part II.B.4) must comply with these requirements.161

A licensee who offers to make or procure such a loan may be required to provide one and perhaps another unique Maryland written agreement, depending on the circumstances.

A financing agreement must be signed by the licensee and provided to the loan applicant within ten days of application. The financing agreement must include: the term of the loan; principal amount of the loan; an explanation of the type of mortgage being offered; the rate of interest that will apply to the loan and, if the rate is subject to change, or is a variable rate, or is subject to final determination at a future date based on some objective standard, a specified statement of those facts; the points, if any, to be paid to the lender by the borrower or the seller, or both; and the term during which the financing agreement is to remain in effect.

If none of the information required in the financing agreement is subject to change or future determination during the term of the financing agreement, that agreement will be a final and binding agreement between the parties (i.e., will be a contractually binding offer to make a loan and acceptance of that loan on the terms stated in that agreement). However, if any provision of the financing agreement is subject to change or future determination, a second written agreement, called a commitment, must be provided by the licensee. The commitment must be signed by the licensee and provided to the borrower at least 72 hours before disbursement of the loan proceeds. The commitment must include: the effective fixed interest rate, or the initial interest rate that will be applied to the loan; and a restatement of all remaining unchanged provisions of the financing agreement. The commitment will be a binding agreement as to the terms of the loan being extended to the borrower.162

Effective July 1, 2017, a loan estimate disclosure complying with federal Truth in Lending Act and Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (“TRID”) requirements provided by a lender to a borrower applying for a closed-end credit will satisfy the requirements of, and be an effective substitute for, the Maryland financing agreement. Effective July 1, 2017, a closing disclosure provided by a lender to a borrower in compliance with TRID will satisfy the requirements of, and be an effective substitute for, the Maryland commitment.163
D. Reverse Mortgages

The Maryland Reverse Mortgage Loans Act\textsuperscript{164} applies both to reverse mortgage loans subject to a government program, such as the federal Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) program, and to reverse mortgage loans not subject to a government program (proprietary loans). Lenders who offer or make reverse mortgage loans and brokers (called “arrangers of financing”) who aid or assist a reverse mortgage loan borrower, are required to comply with the HECM rules, regardless of whether the mortgage is insured under the HECM program. Proprietary reverse mortgage loans are exempt from certain limits on origination fees, maximum claim amounts and other loan limit restrictions and the requirement for government insurance. A lender or arranger of financing may not require the borrower to purchase an annuity, long-term care policy or other financial or insurance product as a condition to obtaining credit. Lenders and arrangers of financing may refer a borrower to a person for such financial or insurance products only after the latter of loan closing or expiration of a right of rescission. These restrictions do not prohibit a lender or arranger of financing from offering to a borrower, or referring a borrower to a person for the purchase of, title insurance, property insurance or other products that are customary for a reverse mortgage loan. Violations of the Act subject the lender and the arranger of financing to penalties and, in some cases, constitute unfair or deceptive trade practices under the Maryland Consumer Protection Act.

E. Property and Flood Insurance

As a condition to receiving or maintaining loans secured by real estate, a lender may not require borrowers to provide or purchase property insurance coverage against risks to any improvements on real property in amounts that exceed the replacement cost of the improvements.\textsuperscript{165} “Replacement cost” is defined as the amount needed to repair damage to or rebuild improvements on real property to restore the improvements to their pre-loss condition.\textsuperscript{166} It does not include the value of the land.\textsuperscript{167} To determine replacement cost, the lender may accept the value placed on the improvements by the insurer or use the value determined by the lender’s appraisal.\textsuperscript{168}

A violation of this law entitles the borrower to seek an injunction against the lender and recover reasonable attorney fees and damages directly resulting from the violation.\textsuperscript{169}

Flood insurance for first mortgage loans made under I&U is subject to similar rules.\textsuperscript{170}

F. “Covered Loan Law”

High cost, high rate mortgage loans are subject to one unique consumer protection (relating to credit insurance) under the “Covered Loan Law.”\textsuperscript{171} “Covered Loans” are loans that meet the criteria for coverage under the federal Home Ownership Equity Protection Act (HOEPA), except that the comparison percentages used to determine if a loan is a Maryland “covered loan” are one percent less that to determine coverage under HOEPA.\textsuperscript{172} The “Covered Loan Law” applies to loans made under I&U, the Consumer Loan Law, SMLL, and Subtitle 10.\textsuperscript{173}
As of 2017, if a lender makes a Covered Loan, the lender may not finance single premium credit insurance. The Maryland Commissioner of Financial Regulation has issued regulations to implement the Covered Loan Law.\textsuperscript{174}

G. Notice Regarding Housing Counseling

Lenders making consumer first mortgage loans that will be secured by owner-occupied residential real property must provide borrowers with a written notice about housing counseling.\textsuperscript{175} The notice, in the form specified in Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development regulations,\textsuperscript{176} includes a statement recommending that the borrower complete home buyer education or housing counseling and provides information about counseling programs and services provided by certified nonprofit and governmental organizations. The notice must be provided to a borrower within ten business days after initial loan application. The lender may not close the loan unless this notice is provided. This requirement does not apply to any lender otherwise required by federal or state law to refer a borrower to housing counseling, such as reverse mortgage lenders, or to construction loans, certain seller take-back financing and certain inter-family loans.

H. Credit Secured By Subordinate Liens

Creditors who extend closed-end second mortgage credit secured by residential real property in Maryland must choose between the SMLL and Subtitle 10. Subtitle 10 will govern the credit transaction only if the creditor makes a written election in the credit agreement.\textsuperscript{177} Because of ambiguous, restrictive, and outdated provisions in the SMLL, we strongly recommend that a second mortgage creditor elect to make its loans under Subtitle 10, and not under the SMLL.

Subtitle 10 permits the interest rate, fees, and charges described above at Part IV.C. to be imposed on second mortgage credit. However, under certain circumstances the refinancing fee otherwise permitted under Subtitle 10 is restricted if the credit is secured by a second mortgage.\textsuperscript{178} Subtitle 10 requires postponement of a scheduled balloon payment on a second mortgage under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{179}

I. Real Estate Ownership

Title to real property may be held by married persons as tenants by the entireties, tenants in common, or joint tenants. Where two persons hold real property as tenants by the entireties or joint tenants, the signature of both individuals must be obtained on a mortgage or deed of trust to grant a lien on the property. Where two (or more) persons hold real property as tenants in common, an individual may grant a valid lien on his or her separate interest in the property upon which the lender may foreclose in the event of default.

Most credit extended to married couples will be secured by real property owned as tenants by the entireties. A tenancy by the entireties may be created by express language in the deed. If the parties are married and the deed conveys a property to both the husband and wife, but does not expressly specify tenancy by the entireties or any type of tenancy, the presumption is that the property is
held in tenancy by the entirety. If a deed contains express language creating a joint tenancy or tenancy in common, then the language of the deed will control the nature of the ownership interests. Dower rights have been extinguished in Maryland.

J. Real Estate Instruments

Both deeds of trust and mortgages are acceptable in Maryland and have the same basic legal effect. The trustee under a deed of trust may be an individual or an entity. No residency requirements for trustees apply.

A deed of trust is more convenient than a mortgage. At the time of foreclosure the lender may, if the deed of trust so provides, appoint a substitute trustee if the original trustee is unavailable. A mortgage would have to be assigned of record to the person who will carry out the foreclosure.

The assignment of a promissory note secured by a deed of trust automatically carries with it the deed of trust. While permitted, no additional notice or filing is required to ensure that the new holder of the note has the rights of the beneficiary set forth in the deed of trust. If a mortgage is used, an assignment must be recorded.

Deeds of trust and mortgages secured by “residential property” must contain certain information about mortgage originators and lenders. “Residential property” for this purpose means real property improved by four or fewer single family dwelling units that are designed principally and are intended for human habitation. If a licensed Maryland mortgage loan originator (the employee of a licensed mortgage lender or broker) (see Part II.B.5) originated the loan, then the mortgage or deed of trust must contain that individual’s name and license number. If the loan was originated by an individual not licensed as a mortgage loan originator, then the instrument must contain an affidavit to that effect. If a licensed Maryland mortgage lender (see Part II.B.4) made the loan, then the instrument must contain that lender’s name and license number. If the loan was made by a lender exempt from licensing under the Maryland Mortgage Lender law, then the instrument must contain an affidavit by the lender to that effect. The Commissioner of Financial Regulation has issued regulations to implement this law.

K. Ground Rents on Residential Real Property

Maryland is one of the few states with residential ground rents. The Maryland Court of Appeals has described the ground rent system in Maryland as follows:

“Starting in about 1750, owners of fee simple property commenced to lease building sites to persons who would undertake the construction of improvements on the lots. From the outset, the leases were essentially identical in form and usually were for a term of 99 years, renewable forever at the option of the lessee. The payment of taxes and of other public charges was made the responsibility of the lessee by covenant. The annual rent reserved was small, usually an amount which, if capitalized at a reasonable rate of interest, represented what was conceived to be the value of the land. Since the rent was categorized as a rent service, the remedy of distraint was available to the lessor. Ehrman v. Mayer, 57
The lessor also had a right to re-enter in the event that the rent was six months in arrears. 4 George II, Chapter 28, recodified by Chapter 346, Laws of 1872, Maryland Code (1957, 1965 Repl. Vol.) Art. 75, § 27; *Campbell v. Shipley*, 41 Md. 81 (1874).”

The estate of the lessee, though considered personalty, is in practical effect ownership of realty and improvements, subject to payment of annual rent and all taxes.

Significant changes in Maryland law concerning ground rents, including the addition of consumer protections, have occurred in recent years.

L. Releases of Mortgages and Deeds of Trust

Within a reasonable time after a loan secured by a mortgage or deed of trust is paid in full and there is no further commitment by the holder to make advances, the holder must mark the note “paid” or “canceled” and return it to the borrower, or give the borrower a written statement that the loan has been paid in full and release the mortgage or deed of trust. This requirement does not apply to commercial loans, except commercial purpose loans of $75,000 or less that are secured by the borrower’s principal dwelling. The release must be in writing and prepared at the expense of the holder. The holder must furnish the borrower with a copy of the release.

Regulations implementing the Mortgage Lender Law require licensees to release the mortgage or deed of trust within 30 days from the date the loan is repaid in full.

If the holder does not record the release or give the release to a “responsible person” (a person who has taken responsibility to record the release, such as a closing agent or lawyer) for recording within 45 days after the loan is paid and there is no commitment to advance funds, the holder must give the borrower the release in a recordable form and a notice disclosing the location where the release should be recorded and the estimated amount of any fee required to be paid to a governmental agency.

The holder may collect a fee from the borrower for recording the release and the fee is not interest on the loan. Any portion of the fee that is not paid to a governmental agency for recording the release that exceeds $15.00 must be refunded to the borrower. If a fee is not collected by the holder, the holder is not required to record the release.

If a holder does not provide the required release, the holder is liable to the borrower for delivery of the release and for the borrower’s costs in bringing suit, including reasonable attorney fees. Persons licensed under Maryland’s Mortgage Lender Law, depository institutions chartered under Maryland or federal law, depository institutions with a branch in Maryland, and most subsidiaries and affiliates of these institutions, are immune from this penalty.

Certain settlement agents have the power to release a real property mortgage or deed of trust by recording a Statutory Release Affidavit in the land records. A Statutory Release Affidavit may be prepared and recorded only by a title
producer, title insurer, or Maryland lawyer who has paid off or satisfied a mortgage or deed of trust. A Statutory Release Affidavit may be recorded only after the authorized person waits at least 60 days following pay off or satisfaction (to give the lienholder an opportunity to provide a suitable release) and after the authorized person has sent the lienholder a copy of the law, a copy of the proposed completed Statutory Release Affidavit and a notice that unless a suitable release is provided within 30 days, the Statutory Release Affidavit will be recorded. This procedure is available for both commercial and consumer transactions.

The current practice of clerks is to record releases by making a photocopy, photograph, or digital copy, which are then converted to microfilm for storage at the State Archives. The original release is returned to the person submitting the release for filing and is not stored by the clerk.

M. Foreclosure

1. In General

In Maryland, a nonjudicial action to foreclose a deed of trust is begun under either a power of sale or an assent to a decree. Under both procedures, the action begins with a filing in the Circuit Court of the county in which the property is located.

In an assent to a decree, the creditor files a Petition to Foreclose, a Statement of Mortgaged Debt (signed by a representative of the creditor) and a proposed Decree for the Sale of the Mortgaged Premises (signed by the Judge appointing the trustee to sell the property). In a power of sale, the trustee (or the trustee’s assignee) files the action and proceeds under the power of sale.

Notice of the proposed sale must be given to the owner of the property. Notice also must be sent to any grantor or mortgagor who is not a current property owner and any holder of a subordinate mortgage, deed of trust, or other subordinate interest, including a judgment lien, known to the person authorized to sell the property. The written notices should be sent to any known address both by first class and certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested. The notices must state the time, place, and terms of the sale, and should be sent not earlier than 30 days and at least ten days before the date of sale. A return receipt, or an affidavit stating that the above terms have been met, should be filed with the court. Assuming appropriate notice was given, failure of the borrower to receive the notice will not invalidate the sale.

Before sale of the property, the person authorized to sell must advertise the time, place, and terms in a newspaper published in the county where the property is located. If there is no such newspaper, notice must be published in a newspaper having substantial circulation in the county where the property is located. Notice must be advertised at least once a week for three successive weeks, the first publication to be at least 15 days prior to sale and the last to be not more than one week prior to sale. Specific advertising requirements apply. This notice of sale must not be advertised until the action has been instituted.
Before selling the property, the person authorized to sell must file with the court, a bond in favor of the State of Maryland to ensure compliance with any court order made in connection with the foreclosure. As soon as practicable, but no more than 30 days after a sale, the person making the sale must file a report of the sale proceedings with the court. An affidavit of the fairness of the sale and the truth of the report must be attached. In addition, the purchaser must file an affidavit setting forth whether he or she is acting as agent for anyone and, if so, the name of the principal(s), whether others are interested as principal(s) and, if so, their names, and that he or she has not directly or indirectly discouraged anyone from bidding for the property.

The court will issue a final order ratifying the sale if it is satisfied that the sale was fairly and properly made, and if exceptions to the report of sale are not filed, or if exceptions are filed and they are overruled.

Upon final ratification by the court of a report of sale, the papers must be referred to an auditor. An auditor's accounting is mandatory.

A person claiming an interest in the proceeds of the sale must apply to the court. Surplus proceeds will be disbursed after payment of the lender's claims and expenses. The court will order distribution of any surplus equitably among the claimants.

If the court finds that the net sale proceeds (after deducting court costs and expenses) are insufficient to repay the entire deed of trust indebtedness, a motion for a deficiency decree may be filed. The motion for a deficiency decree will not be granted if made more than three years from the date of final ratification by the court of the auditor's report.

2. Residential Real Property Foreclosures

For purposes of special residential property foreclosure rules, “residential property” is defined as real property improved by four or fewer single family dwelling units designed principally and intended for human habitation.

An action to foreclose a security instrument on residential property may not be commenced until the later of 90 days after a default that allows the secured party to foreclose, or 45 days after the secured party sends a “notice of intent to foreclose” (“NOI”). The NOI must be sent by certified and first class mail to the borrower and to the record owner and a copy must be sent to the Commissioner of Financial Regulation. The notice must be in the form that the Commissioner prescribes by regulation. Many consumer protections and disclosures apply to foreclosures on residential property.

NOI for property that is not “owner-occupied residential property” does not need to be accompanied by various loss mitigation documents. Instead, the NOI must be accompanied by written notice of determination that property is not owner-occupied residential property and a telephone number the debtor can call to challenge that determination.

The Commissioner of Financial Regulation has prescribed regulations regarding the notice, forms, and supporting documents that must be filed in court and served on the debtor/property owner.
An affidavit accompanying an order to docket or a complaint to foreclose a mortgage or deed of trust on residential property must state, if applicable, that the contents of the NOI were accurate at the time that notice was sent.\(^{210}\) Often when an original debt instrument is lost, destroyed, or stolen and cannot be found, the attorney for the party filing a foreclosure action makes a motion for acceptance of a lost note affidavit. Specific information must be included in a lost note affidavit in connection with residential property foreclosure. The affidavit must identify the owner of the debt instrument and state from whom and the date on which the owner acquired ownership, state why a copy of the debt instrument cannot be produced, and describe the good faith efforts made to produce a copy of the debt instrument.\(^{211}\)

3. Foreclosure Mediation

Postfile Mediation

Most homeowners are allowed to request foreclosure mediation after the secured party files the order to docket or complaint to foreclose.\(^{212}\)

Along with an order to docket foreclosure of a residential property, secured parties must file one of two loss mitigation affidavit forms that states the status of the analysis of potential loan modification or other loss mitigation that may be available to the homeowner.\(^{213}\) The secured party must complete a loss mitigation analysis no later than 30 days before a foreclosure sale of owner-occupied residential property.\(^{214}\) If the final analysis has not been completed at the time the secured party files the order to docket, then the secured party may not proceed to a foreclosure sale until 30 days after a final loss mitigation affidavit is filed with the court.\(^{215}\)

The homeowner must be given an opportunity, after a final loss mitigation affidavit has been filed, to request a conference (called “foreclosure mediation”) with the secured party, or its representative, and an Administrative Law Judge.\(^{216}\) The foreclosure mediation, which is to occur within 60 days of the request by the homeowner, should focus on possible loss mitigation programs applicable to the homeowner's situation.\(^{217}\) If the parties do not reach an agreement about loss mitigation at the foreclosure mediation or the 60 day mediation period ends without an extension, the foreclosure sale may proceed.\(^{218}\)

Prefile Mediation

Although most homeowners have a right to request postfile mediation, the secured party may choose to offer prefile mediation when an NOI is sent.\(^{219}\) Prefile mediation occurs before the order to docket or complaint to foreclose is filed.\(^{220}\)

If the secured party offers prefile mediation, the secured party must notify the homeowner of the following information: (1) prefile mediation is offered; (2) the homeowner will not be entitled to postfile mediation if prefile mediation is elected (unless otherwise agreed upon); (3) the homeowner is required to participate in housing counseling services as a precondition; and (4) the fee amount.\(^{221}\) The Commissioner of Financial Regulation prescribes the fee for prefile mediation\(^{222}\) and the fee is given to the Housing Counseling and
Foreclosure Mediation Fund.\textsuperscript{223} The secured party also must give the homeowner the application from the Commissioner to participate in prefile mediation with instructions.\textsuperscript{224}

After the date the secured party mails the NOI and prefile mediation application, the homeowner has 25 days to return a completed application to the secured party.\textsuperscript{225} The secured party must notify the Office of Administrative Hearings within five business days after it receives the completed application from the homeowner.\textsuperscript{226} The Office of Administrative Hearings will schedule the prefile mediation within 60 days after the office receives the notice from the secured party.\textsuperscript{227}

Parties must address each item on the Commissioner of Financial Regulation’s checklist and sign the checklist at the conclusion of the mediation session.\textsuperscript{228} The parties must execute a prefile mediation agreement if an agreement is reached,\textsuperscript{229} which may be altered by a homeowner’s subsequent material change in financial circumstances.\textsuperscript{230}

If prefile mediation is used, the secured party may not file an order to docket or complaint to foreclose until after the mediation.\textsuperscript{231} When filing the order or complaint, the secured party also must submit the report of the prefile mediation that the Office of Administrative Hearings issues after the mediation.\textsuperscript{232}

4. Tenant Protections

Under some circumstances, a tenant may continue to occupy the foreclosed premises.\textsuperscript{233} Where the arrangement is month-to-month or otherwise terminable by its terms, in addition to complying with other applicable laws and the terms of any lease, a purchaser who desires to remove bona fide tenants must provide tenants with 90 days’ prior written notice to vacate containing specified terms.\textsuperscript{234} Where the lease is not month-to-month or otherwise terminable, bona fide tenants have the right to occupy the property through the end of the lease term.\textsuperscript{235} If the purchaser intends to occupy the property as his or her primary residence, the purchaser may terminate the lease by providing the tenant with 90 days’ prior notice to vacate.\textsuperscript{236}

5. Condominiums and Homeowners’ Associations

In a foreclosure of a mortgage or deed of trust on a condominium unit or a lot in a homeowners association (HOA) where the mortgage or deed of trust is recorded before a lien for unpaid assessments, the condominium or HOA lien will have priority in an amount not to exceed four months, or the equivalent of four months, of unpaid regular assessments, up to a maximum of $1,200.\textsuperscript{237} The priority lien may not include interest, attorney fees, or other sums.\textsuperscript{238} At the request of a holder of the first mortgage or deed of trust that provides the governing body of the condominium association or HOA with written contact information, the governing body must provide the holder with written notice of the portion of the lien that has priority.\textsuperscript{239} If that information is not provided within 30 days of filing the lien in the county land records where the condominium association or HOA is located, that portion of the lien does not have priority.\textsuperscript{240}
6. Certificate of Vacancy and Certificate of Property Unfit for Human Habitation

Once a homeowner is in default, the secured party “may request that a county or municipal corporation issue a Certificate of Vacancy or a Certificate of Property Unfit for Human Habitation” upon such determination for a $100 fee. Each certificate is valid for 60 days after issuance. If a secured party files an order to docket or complaint to foreclose during those 60 days, then the residential property foreclosure and mediation procedures do not apply, except for the provisions that regulate how to serve foreclosure documents on the homeowner. The property’s record owner or occupant may challenge the Certificate of Vacancy or Certificate of Property Unfit for Human Habitation. The secured party must include a description of challenge procedures and applicable forms when serving the homeowner.

N. Mortgage Fraud

It is a crime to commit mortgage fraud. Mortgage fraud always requires the intent to defraud. It also requires a loan secured by owner-occupied residential property as further defined in Maryland’s Mortgage Lender licensing law (primarily consumer purpose loans). Mortgage fraud includes knowingly creating or producing a document for use during the residential mortgage lending process that contains a deliberate misstatement, misrepresentation, or omission with the intent that the document be relied on by the lender, borrower, or any other party to the loan transaction. Both the Attorney General and local States’ Attorneys may prosecute cases of mortgage fraud. Property derived from mortgage fraud may be forfeited to assist victims. Private causes of action for mortgage fraud are available and the court is authorized to award reasonable attorney fees and treble damages.

O. Transfer of Mortgage Loan Servicing

Servicers must give borrowers a notice within seven days after acquisition of mortgage servicing. While compliance with the federal Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act will preempt the need to comply with this law, Maryland’s mortgage loan servicing law covers all mortgages and deeds of trust on one-to-four family residential real estate located in Maryland, regardless of the purpose of the loan or the lien priority of the loan. Accordingly, Maryland’s law may apply when the federal Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act does not.

P. Appraisals

Lenders are required to give copies of any written appraisal to a borrower on the borrower’s request if the borrower pays the cost of the appraisal. There are no time limits on the borrower’s request.

Q. Real Estate Filing Fees and Taxes

Maryland imposes fees on the filing of any deed of trust or mortgage in the county land records. Fees include $10.00 for a release of nine pages or fewer in length, $20.00 for other instruments of nine pages or fewer in length, $20.00 for...
longer instruments (other than a release) involving only a principal residence, and $75.00 for all other longer instruments. In addition, a surcharge of $40.00 applies to recorded instruments executed on or after July 1, 2011, but before July 1, 2020. A surcharge of $20.00 applies to all other recorded instruments.

Except as otherwise provided, a recordation tax is imposed on all deeds, deeds of trust, and mortgages recorded in Maryland. The recordation tax varies from county to county and is imposed on the consideration payable or the principal amount of debt secured by the recorded instrument. An exemption from the recordation tax may be provided by each county for certain first-time homebuyers.

Special rules apply when the total amount of secured debt has not been incurred at the time the instrument is recorded. With respect to consumer borrowers, the lender is required to inform the borrower that the borrower either may pay recordation tax on the entire principal sum secured, without regard to the amount of secured debt actually incurred, or pay the tax as the debt is incurred. If the borrower chooses the latter option, the borrower must, within seven days after any additional debt is incurred, file a statement under oath of the amount of additional debt and pay the additional tax.

A mortgage or deed of trust is not subject to recordation tax when it secures the refinancing of an amount not greater than the unpaid principal amount secured by an existing mortgage at the time of refinancing by the original mortgagor of real property or by the original mortgagor and, if applicable, the original mortgagor’s spouse. To qualify for this exemption, the “original mortgagor” (or his or her agent) must include a statement in the recitals of the mortgage or in the acknowledgment, or file an affidavit under oath, stating that the person is the original mortgagor and the amount of unpaid principal of the original mortgage that is being refinanced. A statement made by an agent must state that it is made based on diligent inquiry and is true to the best of the agent’s knowledge, information, and belief. “Original mortgagor” includes the trustee of an inter vivos trust if the trustee or the settlor originally assumed or incurred the debt secured by the mortgage or deed of trust.

In addition, a purchase money mortgage or purchase money deed of trust is not subject to recordation tax. The mortgage or deed of trust must state on its face that it is purchase money.

Deeds of trust and mortgages are exempt from the state transfer tax, which applies only to the recordation of the underlying deed. The state transfer tax is reduced for certain first-time homebuyers and, in this case, the tax must be paid entirely by the seller. Some Maryland counties impose a local transfer tax. The transfer tax imposed by Prince George’s County applies to a deed of trust or mortgage as well as to a deed.

R. Broker Fees

Residential mortgage brokers are subject to Maryland’s Loans-Finder’s Fees Law. The Finder’s Fee Law authorizes a broker to charge a borrower a fee for procuring a mortgage loan not in excess of 8% of the amount of the loan or advance. A mortgage broker obtaining a mortgage loan with respect to the
same property more than once within a 24-month period may charge a finder’s fee only on so much of the loan as is in excess of the initial loan.  

Broker fees may be paid out of loan proceeds. Fees paid to the broker directly out of loan proceeds will not be deemed interest on the loan as long as the broker fee is within the permitted amount and other requirements of the Finder’s Fee Law have been met. If the broker fee is paid out of loan proceeds, the lender must, in addition to complying with all other applicable disclosure requirements, advise the borrower in writing of the borrower’s right to a refund of the broker fee upon a rescission of the loan.

The Finder’s Fee Law prohibits a broker from taking a note, mortgage, or other evidence of indebtedness for the payment of a broker fee or any other fees permitted to be collected by the broker.

In addition to a finder’s fee, a broker may collect from the loan applicant the actual cost of an appraisal, credit report, condominium document, subordination agreement, and any other good or service as specified in regulations issued by the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, but only if those items are obtained by the broker at the written request of the borrower.

A person may not receive fees for acting in more than one capacity in a particular loan transaction. Thus, a broker fee may not be paid to a licensed real estate broker, insurer, salesman, attorney, or an agent of any of such persons if, in addition to acting as a loan broker, the person also is acting in one of those capacities.

The Finder’s Fee Law requires the broker to enter into a written agreement with the borrower if a broker fee is to be imposed. The broker agreement must be separate from any other document and must specify the amount of the broker fee. It must be signed and dated by both the broker and the borrower and a copy must be delivered to the borrower within ten business days after the date of the initial loan application.

VI. Open-End Credit

A. Introduction

Open-end credit is addressed specifically by two credit laws: Subtitle 9, which may govern revolving loan, revolving sale, and revolving loan and sale plans, and RCAL, which applies only to unsecured revolving sale plans. Although not specifically addressed, a revolving loan plan may be offered under I&U, provided the plan is not secured by a junior lien on residential real estate.

B. Open-End Sale and Loan Plans

1. Retail Credit Accounts Law

RCAL was the first Maryland Credit Law to address revolving credit. Before enactment of Subtitle 9 in 1983, RCAL governed all credit card plans and all revolving credit sales. RCAL still applies unless Subtitle 9 is expressly elected.
Because RCAL is a less attractive lending statute than Subtitle 9, it is not discussed at length in this survey.

2. Subtitle 9

Subtitle 9 may govern sale plans or loan plans or combined sale and loan plans. Modeled on the Delaware Bank Revolving Credit Law, Subtitle 9 has been modified over the years and now has a distinctly Maryland flavor. While Subtitle 9 governs “revolving credit plans” or “plans,” unlike Regulation Z, which implements the federal Truth in Lending Act and requires “open-end credit” to replenish (i.e., the amount of credit during the term of the plan generally will be made available to the extent that any outstanding balance is repaid), Subtitle 9 does not require replenishment. Accordingly, Subtitle 9 governs some types of credit that Regulation Z would characterize as closed-end, provided that the credit grantor permits the borrower to obtain loans from time to time pursuant to a plan.

Subtitle 9 permits the following terms:

**Interest:** 24% per year.

**Variable rate:** The interest rate may vary in accordance with an index or formula that is made readily available to the borrower and is beyond the control of the lender, but may be within the control of the borrower. If the formula measures credit risk, the interest rate must be lower for borrowers measured as more credit worthy and if the formula measures delinquency, the interest rate may not be raised unless a borrower is at least two months delinquent.

**Unsecured Plans:** In addition to interest, certain fees and charges may be imposed on a consumer borrower if the plan is unsecured.

**Free Ride for Purchases:** If a plan charges annual membership fees or transaction charges, then a “free ride” for purchases is required. If the outstanding balance of purchases is paid in full within 25 days after the end of a billing period, finance charges may not be imposed on that balance for that billing period. In addition, if there is no purchase balance at the beginning of a billing period or if the purchase balance is paid within 25 days of the end of the billing period, no finance charge may be imposed on any purchase added to the account during that billing period from the date of purchase to the end of that billing period.

**Annual Membership Fee:** Any amount stated in the agreement.

**Transaction Charge:** If no annual fee is charged, a seller may impose a transaction charge in any amount stated in the agreement for each separate purchase. Lenders may charge transaction charges in addition to annual fees.

**Minimum Charge:** A minimum charge may be imposed for each billing period when an outstanding balance exists. Sellers may charge a minimum charge only if no annual or transaction charge is imposed. Lenders may charge a minimum charge in addition to annual and transaction charges.
In general, the charges described above are not treated as interest or finance charges under Subtitle 9. However, beginning July 1, 2017, if a lender (as opposed to a seller) charges a membership fee, transaction charge, or minimum charge, the charges must be combined with interest and together with interest are subject to a limit of 33% per annum, simple interest.287

Secured Plans: In addition to interest, in most cases no fees or charges may be imposed on a consumer borrower under a secured plan except for actual and verifiable costs incurred by the creditor that are not retained by the creditor. Allowable fees are:

- Attorney fees for services rendered
- Any expense, tax, or charge paid to a governmental agency
- Examination of title, appraisal, or other costs necessary or appropriate to the security of the loan
- Premiums for insurance coverage permitted under Subtitle 9.288

These fees may be imposed, charged and collected at any time, including when the loan is prepaid.289 Creditors also may charge the following fees:

- If a plan is secured by a deposit, an application fee not to exceed $35.00 and an annual charge not to exceed $35.00 may be imposed under certain conditions290
- A fee for recording a release of a mortgage or deed of trust upon full payment may be collected by the noteholder.291 Any portion of the release fee not paid to the government that exceeds $15.00 must be returned to the borrower.292

If the plan is secured by residential real property, at the time the plan is entered into, the credit grantor may collect points that, when combined with any finder's fee imposed by a mortgage broker, do not exceed 10% of the maximum credit limit.293

Secured and Unsecured Plans: Allowed for all plans are:

Late Charges: A late charge in any amount and after any time period set forth in the credit agreement.294

Collection Charges and Attorney Fees: All court and other collection costs incurred by the creditor, and reasonable attorney fees if the creditor turns the borrower's account over for collection to an attorney who is not the creditor's salaried employee.295

Bad Check Charges: A bad check fee of $15.00 may be imposed, if payment is made with a check that is dishonored on the second presentment.296

Deferral Charge: A deferral charge may be imposed in any agreed amount to permit a borrower to defer a scheduled payment.297

Disclosure Requirements: While Subtitle 9 has few disclosure requirements, it is essential to make those that are required:
• Credit will not be governed by Subtitle 9 unless the creditor expressly elects Subtitle 9 as governing law in the credit agreement;298

• All fees and charges the creditor imposes must be authorized in the credit agreement; and

• The annual rate of simple interest charged must be stated in the credit agreement.299

Credit extended under Subtitle 9 is also subject to the disclosure requirements of the federal Truth in Lending Act and Regulation Z.300

_No Balloon Payments:_ The repayment terms for a consumer borrower may not require the borrower to pay a balloon payment at maturity.301 The adjustment of payment amounts due to changes in interest rate or balance do not result in a balloon payment.302 “Balloon payment” is not defined in Subtitle 9, but is defined in Subtitle 10 as any scheduled payment on an “installment loan” that is more than two times the average of all other payments scheduled to repay the installment loan.303

_Change in Terms:_ If an amendment to a credit agreement increases fees and charges, the creditor must notify the borrower at least 25 days before the effective date of the amendment. The change in terms may become effective on the first day of the billing cycle in which the effective date occurs or any later date specified in the notice,304 unless the borrower sends a written notice of refusal in 25 days.305 A borrower who sends notice of refusal may continue to use the plan under its unamended terms for the lesser of three months or the period of time for which a fee is paid.306 Thereafter, the borrower may pay any outstanding balance under the unamended terms of the plan.307 The amendment must contain certain notices and be sent in an envelope that contains a statement on its face that the notice is enclosed.308 Alternatively, the change may become effective by debit activation or written agreement.309

_C. Credit Card Plans_

Credit card plans may be offered either under RCAL and I&U or under Subtitle 9. The Subtitle 9 terms described above under Part VI.B.2. apply to credit card plans.

Any subpoena served on a credit card issuer for information relating to a Maryland resident’s account must contain a certification that a copy of the subpoena has been served on the person whose records are sought by the party seeking the disclosure or production of the records, or a certification that service has been waived by the court for good cause.310

The Maryland Credit Card Number Protection Act prohibits use or disclosure of any credit card number or other payment device number, with limited exceptions.311
D. Open-End Plans Secured by Real Estate

Revolving credit plans secured by real estate are permitted under Subtitle 9. The Subtitle 9 terms described above under Part VI.B.2. may be used for real estate secured plans.

A home equity line lender may collect points that, when combined with any finder’s fee imposed by a mortgage broker, do not exceed 10% of the original maximum line of credit.312

VII. Sale Transactions

A. Retail Installment Sales Act

RISA governs the secured credit sale of consumer goods with a cash price of $25,000 or less and sets finance charge limits on sales of automobiles for consumer purposes irrespective of cash price. RISA permits the following terms:

Late Charge. For precomputed interest sales only, if a default continues for at least ten days a late charge of the lesser of $10.00 or 5% of the amount of any payment in default.313

Disclosures. Detailed disclosures are required.314

Acknowledgment of Delivery. An acknowledgment of delivery of a copy of the contract must be printed in 12-point type or larger, and, if contained in the contract itself, must be printed immediately below the buyer’s signature and must be signed by the buyer.315

Mechanical Repair Contract. An optional mechanical repair contract may be sold and financed, provided that its cost is separately itemized.316

“Gap Waivers.” Debt cancellation agreements may be sold and financed along with the sale of a motor vehicle.317

Prepayment Refund. The refund of unearned precomputed finance charges must be computed by the actuarial method based on the original schedule of payments.318

Collection Costs. Attorney fees not exceeding 15% of the amount due under the contract may be imposed, provided that the contract is turned over for collection to an attorney who is not a salaried employee of the holder of the contract.319

Default Events. An insecurity event of default is prohibited.320

Prepayment Rebate After Acceleration. The prepayment rebate after acceleration of the contract must be determined no later than the date of the sale of repossessed collateral.321

Seller Remuneration. A seller may assign a retail installment agreement to a second party, and receive a portion of the finance charge, only if disclosed in the agreement.322 The specific amount of the finance charge need not be disclosed.
Interest Rate. Generally, an annual simple interest rate not exceeding 24% may be imposed. Interest may be charged at 27% on sales of used motor vehicles that are more than two years old.

B. Subtitle 10

As an alternative to RISA, Subtitle 10 governs the sale of goods, the sale of services, or both. All the terms described above at Part IV.C. for loans also are applicable to sales. Special treatment is required if a mechanical repair contract is sold and financed along with goods being purchased.

C. Time Price Doctrine

If a credit sale is not governed by RISA or RCAL, and the creditor does not elect Subtitle 9 or 10, the sale may be made as an unregulated time-price sale.

D. Repossession

RISA contains specific repossession procedures. The repossession notices required by RISA are different from the notices required by Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code. Creditors that provide Article 9 notices will violate RISA.

VIII. Privacy and Information Security

A. Privacy

Maryland courts have recognized a bank depositor’s common law right to have a bank treat as confidential, to the extent permitted by law, all information regarding the depositor’s account. Absent compulsion by law, a bank may not make any disclosures concerning a depositor’s account without the depositor’s express or implied consent.

Maryland also has enacted statutory protections for financial records. Maryland’s Confidential Financial Records Act prohibits “fiduciary institutions” from disclosing financial records relating to their customers, with certain exceptions. “Fiduciary institutions” include national banks, Maryland chartered banks, state chartered banks maintaining branches in Maryland, any business organized under Maryland banking laws and subject to the supervision of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, and federal or Maryland chartered credit unions and savings and loan associations.

The Confidential Financial Records Act protects originals or copies of the following:

- A document granting signature authority over a deposit or share account;
- A statement, ledger card, or other record of a deposit or share account showing transactions in or with respect to a deposit or share account;
- A check, clear draft, or money order drawn on a fiduciary institution or issued and payable by or through a fiduciary institution;
• Any item, other than an institutional or periodic charge, made under an agreement between a fiduciary institution and another person, that constitutes a debit or a credit to that person’s deposit or share account;

• Any information related to a loan account or an application for a loan.332

A protected financial record also includes any evidence of a transaction conducted by means of an electronic terminal. Both consumer and business records are protected.

A fiduciary institution may disclose financial records without a subpoena under limited circumstances, including with customer authorization and certain exchanges of credit information. Otherwise, a fiduciary institution may disclose or produce financial records only in compliance with a subpoena served on the institution. The subpoena must contain a certification that a copy of the subpoena has been served on the person whose records are sought, or a certification that service has been waived by the court for good cause.333

Knowing and willful disclosure of records in violation of the Confidential Financial Records Act is a misdemeanor and may result in a fine of up to $1,000.334

B. Security Freeze

A Maryland consumer may freeze his or her credit report by making a freeze request to a consumer reporting agency.335 While a freeze is in place, the credit report may not be released.336 There are exceptions: the freeze does not apply to a check services or fraud prevention services company that issues reports on incidents of fraud or to a deposit account information services company that issues reports on account closures for fraud, overdraft, ATM abuse and similar information to inquiring banks to review a consumer’s request for a deposit account.337 The freeze doesn’t apply to credit reports ordered for account review or collection when there is an existing relationship.338 The freeze also doesn’t apply to prescreening.339

A consumer may temporarily lift a security freeze or may remove a security freeze.340 A consumer reporting agency must comply with the consumer’s request within three business days.341 A consumer reporting agency must comply with a request for a temporary lift within 15 minutes if the request is made by telephone, by electronic mail, or by secure connection on the website of the consumer reporting agency.342

C. Maryland Personal Information Protection Act

All businesses that have personal information of Maryland residents must comply with the information security, document disposal and data breach protections of the Maryland Personal Information Protection Act.343 All businesses must protect an individual’s personal information (effective January 1, 2018, including health-related and biometric information) and notify a consumer if the consumer’s personal information is acquired as a result of a computer system breach.344 Effective January 1, 2018, special notice requirements apply if
a security breach involves only personal information that permits access to a Maryland resident’s email account. Businesses also must take reasonable steps to protect against unauthorized access or use of personal information when destroying records. A business that owns or licenses personal information of a Maryland resident must implement and maintain security procedures and practices to protect personal information from unauthorized access, use, modification, or disclosure.

Service providers must be required by contract to implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and practices that are appropriate to the nature of personal information held and are reasonably designed to help protect the information. Businesses that maintain personal information that they do not own or license must notify the information’s owner or licensee of a breach of the security of a system if it is likely that the breach has resulted or will result in the misuse of personal information of a Maryland resident. Businesses that own or license personal information of Maryland residents must conduct a reasonable and prompt investigation of any breach of the security of a system to determine the likelihood that personal information has been or will be misused as a result of any breach. If such businesses determine that misuse of an individual's personal information has occurred or is reasonably likely to occur as a result of the breach, the businesses must notify the individual about the breach.

This law applies to all businesses, including financial institutions, and governmental agencies; however, (a) financial institutions (and their affiliates) that are subject to and/or comply with the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act privacy provisions, the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act, and the federal guidelines and guidance on information security and unauthorized access; and (b) effective January 1, 2018, businesses and their affiliates that are subject to and in compliance with the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, are deemed to be in compliance with this law.

A violation of this law is an unfair or deceptive trade practice under the Maryland Consumer Protection Act, which authorizes private actions and hefty penalties.

D. Social Security Numbers

Employers may not print Social Security numbers (SSN) on an employee’s wage payment check, an attachment to it, a notice of direct deposit, or a notice of credit to a debit or credit card account. The Social Security Number Privacy Act prohibits publicly displaying an SSN, printing an SSN on a card required to access products or services, requiring an individual to transmit the individual’s SSN over the Internet, initiating the transmission of an SSN over the Internet, or requiring an individual to use his or her SSN to access an Internet website unless a password is required. Unless otherwise required by law, an SSN may not be printed on material mailed to an individual or included in material that is transmitted electronically or by facsimile to the individual unless the connection is secure or the SSN is encrypted. The prohibitions do not apply to the inclusion of an SSN in a document mailed, faxed, or electronically transmitted under specified circumstances, the use of an SSN for internal
verification or administrative purposes, or an interactive computer service or telecommunications provider’s transmission, routing, or temporary storage of an SSN.\textsuperscript{357}

E. Identity Theft Passports

A victim of identity theft who has filed a report with law enforcement may apply for an identity theft passport.\textsuperscript{358} After completing a background investigation, the Maryland Attorney General may issue the passport to verify the victim’s identity.\textsuperscript{359} The passport may be used to help prevent the arrest or detention of the victim for an offense committed by the identity thief or may be used by a creditor to aid in the investigation of a fraudulent account or charge.\textsuperscript{360}

IX. Advertising

A. Lotteries, Sweepstakes, Contests

Except for the state lottery, lotteries are illegal.\textsuperscript{361} Retail promotions that include prizes are not permitted if the consumer is required to purchase goods or services, pay any money for the right to participate, or submit to a sales promotion.\textsuperscript{362} When prizes are offered in connection with sales promotions that are not prohibited, certain disclosures must be made.\textsuperscript{363}

B. Advertising

Maryland’s Consumer Protection Act, under which persons may not engage in any unfair or deceptive trade practice in connection with the extension of consumer credit, restricts unfair or deceptive advertising.\textsuperscript{364} The Act provides that unfair or deceptive trade practices include any:

- False, falsely disparaging, or misleading oral or written statement, visual description, or other representation of any kind that has the capacity, tendency, or effect of deceiving or misleading consumers;
- Failure to state a material fact if the failure deceives or tends to deceive.\textsuperscript{365}

A business may not place a telephone directory advertisement (including a telephone listing) that misrepresents the location of the business.\textsuperscript{366} These prohibitions do not apply to any federal or Maryland bank, trust company, savings bank, savings and loan association, or credit union or any other state bank that maintains a branch in Maryland.\textsuperscript{367}

Licensed mortgage lenders are subject to additional advertising limitations under the Mortgage Lender Regulations.\textsuperscript{368} Maryland’s banking law prohibits use of the term “bank” or “credit union” in the name of any business not authorized to carry on a banking or credit union business.\textsuperscript{369}

C. Telephone Solicitations

The Maryland Telephone Solicitations Act\textsuperscript{370} applies to the telephone solicitation of goods, real property, and services primarily for personal, household,
family, or agricultural purposes.\textsuperscript{371} Financial services and securities sales are not covered, except for solicitations offering “credit services” where a consumer is required to call a telephone number, is charged a separate toll fee for the call, and the person making the solicitation receives any portion of the separate telephone toll fee paid by the consumer.\textsuperscript{372} “Credit services” improve the consumer’s credit history, credit record, or credit rating or obtain an extension of credit for the consumer.\textsuperscript{373} Only attempts to sell consumer goods, services, or realty to a Maryland consumer that are made entirely by telephone and are initiated by the merchant are covered.\textsuperscript{374}

The Maryland Telephone Solicitations Act contains a number of exemptions, including an exemption for preexisting business relationships.\textsuperscript{375}

If the telephone solicitation is covered, requirements apply to any contract and no charges may be made to a consumer’s credit account until the merchant receives a copy of a contract signed by the consumer that complies with the Maryland Telephone Solicitations Act.\textsuperscript{376}

The Maryland Telephone Consumer Protection Act makes it an unfair or deceptive trade practice to violate certain federal laws governing telephone solicitations.\textsuperscript{377} In addition to other available remedies, a violation of the Maryland Telephone Consumer Protection Act can lead to damages in the amount of $500 for each violation or actual damages, whichever is greater.

**D. Leased Motor Vehicles**

A lessor of motor vehicles is prohibited from failing to include a dealer processing or freight charge when determining the adjusted capitalized cost used to calculate the base lease payment shown in an advertisement for a leased vehicle, or advertising to the general public a capitalized cost reduction to a lessee unless the reduction is offered to all potential lessees.\textsuperscript{378} Violation of this law is deemed an unfair and deceptive trade practice under the Maryland Consumer Protection Act.\textsuperscript{379}

**X. Other Licensed Services**

**A. Real Estate Appraisal Management Companies and Special Fund for Appraiser and Home Inspector Commission**

An appraisal management company (AMC) is a third party authorized by a creditor of consumer credit to be secured by the borrower’s principal dwelling, or authorized by an underwriter of or other principal in the secondary mortgage markets, that “provides appraisal management services.”\textsuperscript{380} AMCs must register before offering services in Maryland and must renew that registration annually.\textsuperscript{381} AMCs may not engage in certain acts and unprofessional conduct.\textsuperscript{382} Among other requirements, AMCs must maintain detailed records of service requests and of each appraiser that performs services for the AMC.\textsuperscript{383}

**B. Credit Services**

Under Maryland’s Credit Services Business Act (CSBA), a credit services business, its employees, and independent contractors who sell or attempt to sell
the services of a credit services business must be licensed.384 A “credit services business” is a business that sells, provides, or performs services (or represents that it can or will sell, provide, or perform), or provides advice or assistance in connection with selling, providing, or performing specified services in return for compensation.385 Such services include improving a consumer’s credit record, history, or rating, or establishing a new credit file or record, or obtaining an extension of credit for a consumer.386 Depository financial institutions and mortgage lenders, among others, are exempt from licensing.387

Under the CSBA, credit services businesses are subject to a number of requirements. Credit services businesses must provide consumers a written statement. Any credit services business contract made with a consumer, and all advertisements, are subject to restrictions and disclosure requirements.388 Credit services businesses must obtain a surety bond.389

In an effort to prevent a credit services business from serving as a referral source to out of state financial institutions charging rates of interest that exceed the interest rates permitted by the Maryland Credit Laws, credit services businesses are prohibited from assisting a consumer to obtain an extension of credit at a rate of interest which, except for federal preemption of Maryland law, would be prohibited under the Credit Laws.390 In addition, a credit services business is prohibited from charging or receiving a fee in connection with helping a borrower obtain a loan that, when combined with interest, exceeds the interest rate permitted by Maryland law.391

In 2012, the Maryland Court of Appeals concluded that to be subject to the CSBA, the “advice or assistance” must be provided “in return” for the payment of money or other valuable consideration coming directly from the consumer. Gomez v. Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 427 Md. 128, 46 A.3d 443 (2012). However, in 2016, the Maryland Court of Appeals “clarified” the holding in Gomez and narrowed the applicability of the Gomez decision to only those circumstances before the Court in Gomez (i.e., a tax preparer who receives payment from a lending bank for facilitating a refund anticipation loan). CashCall, Inc., et al. v. Maryland Commissioner of Financial Regulation, 448 Md. 412, 139 A.3d 990 (2016). The CashCall decision reversed the position that direct payment from the consumer is required and found that, in light of the facts presented in CashCall, payment from any source for performing credit services business is enough to trigger CSBA coverage.

C. Check Cashing Services

Unless exempt, check cashing services must be licensed.392 A separate license is required for each place of business.393 Many businesses are exempt from licensing, including banks, trust companies, savings banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions, and each of their subsidiaries and affiliates.394 Licenses are issued for a one-year term and expire on December 31 of each year. In the future, licenses may expire on a staggered basis.395 Licensees are required to keep specified books and records.396 Licensees are authorized to charge the greater of: 2% of the face amount of a payment instrument or $3.00, if the payment instrument is issued by the
federal government or a state or local government; 10% of the face amount of
a payment instrument or $5.00, if the payment instrument is a personal check;
and 4% of the face amount of the payment instrument or $5.00, for any
other payment instrument. In addition, a licensee may charge a one-time
membership fee not to exceed $5.00. A licensee also is permitted to charge
a specified dishonored check charge.

D. Vehicle Protection Products Act

The Vehicle Protection Products Act imposes consumer protection requirements
on persons who offer or sell warranties covering vehicle protection products
(including sellers of those products when the product carries a warranty), and
persons who administer those warranties. A vehicle protection product is
any protection device, system, or service that is sold with a written warranty, is
installed or applied to a vehicle, and is designed to prevent loss or damage to a
vehicle from a specified cause, and includes alarms, steering locks, window etch
products, ignition locks, kill switches, and tracking devices. A warranty covered
by the Vehicle Protection Products Act is sold in connection with the vehicle
protection product and provides for payment of certain costs incurred by the
warranty holder if that product fails to prevent the covered loss. Insurers who
sell insurance policies to warrantors covering warranty losses are not covered. A
warrantor must register with the Maryland Attorney General’s Division of
Consumer Protection, pay an annual registration fee, make certain disclosures to
the warranty holder, keep accurate books and records relating to its warranties,
and maintain a warranty reimbursement insurance policy or meet net worth
requirements.

XI. Debt Adjustment

A. Debt Management Services Act

Providers of “debt management services” must be licensed, unless exempt. “Debt management services” mean receiving funds periodically from a consumer
under an agreement with the consumer for the purpose of distributing the funds
among the consumer’s creditors in full or partial payment of the consumer’s
debts. Lawyers, escrow agents, certified public accountants, banks, credit
unions, savings and loan associations, and accelerated mortgage payment
services are among the businesses that are exempt. Both tax paying and tax
exempt organizations may be licensed.

Licenses issued generally expire on December 31 of the year in which the
license is issued; however, if a license is issued after November 1 in a given
year, the license will expire on December 31 of the following year. Licenses
are subject to one-year renewal terms, but license expiration may be staggered
to the extent required or permitted by the NMLS.

Debt management services may not be performed unless a consumer education
program is provided, the licensee has prepared a financial analysis of an initial
budget plan for the consumer’s debt obligations, and a debt management
services agreement is executed, among other requirements. All funds must be maintained in a trust account. Licensees may charge a consultation fee not exceeding $50.00 and a monthly maintenance fee not exceeding $8.00 for each creditor of a consumer that is listed in the debt management services agreement. The total monthly fees may not exceed $40.00 per month. The fee limitations apply to mandatory fees as well as voluntary contributions.

B. Debt Settlement Services Act

The Maryland Debt Settlement Services Act requires providers of debt settlement services to register and establishes duties for providers. The Maryland Debt Settlement Services Act also specifies requirements for debt settlement agreements.

“Debt settlement services” are any service or program represented, directly or by implication, to renegotiate, settle, reduce, or in any way alter the terms of payment or other terms of a debt between a consumer and one or more unsecured creditors or debt collectors, including a reduction in the balance, interest rate, or fees owed by a consumer to an unsecured creditor or debt collector. Debt settlement services do not include debt management services.

Consistent with the FTC’s Telemarketing Sales Rule, a registrant may not charge a debt settlement services fee until after an agreement has been signed, the registrant has renegotiated, settled, reduced, or otherwise altered the terms of at least one debt, and the consumer has made at least one payment. A debt settlement services fee for each individual debt must either have the same proportional relationship to the fee for providing debt settlement services for the total amount of debts as the actual amount of the individual debt has to the total amount of debt or be calculated as a percentage of savings. Otherwise, the fee is not limited. A registrant may require a consumer to deposit funds to be used for debt settlements in an account at a financial institution, so long as the consumer owns the funds in the account (including any interest), the financial institution is not owned or controlled or in any way affiliated with the registrant, and the financial institution holding the account does not pay or accept any money or other compensation in exchange for referrals of business involving the registrant (typical deposit account maintenance/service fees are permitted).

The Debt Settlement Services Act also regulates advertising and the terms of the debt settlement agreement.

C. Foreclosure Consultants

Under the Protection of Homeowners in Foreclosure Act (PHIFA), a “foreclosure consultant” is a person that solicits or contacts a homeowner in any manner and directly or indirectly makes a representation or offer to perform any service purporting to assist the homeowner in almost any manner related to a foreclosure. A “foreclosure consulting service” includes numerous activities related to facilitating the activities of a foreclosure consultant, including, but not limited to, receiving money for the purpose of distributing it to creditors, and contacting creditors on behalf of a homeowner. Any foreclosure consultant
who provides real estate brokerage services during the course of his or her activities, must be licensed as a real estate broker. Many businesses are exempt if they are performing regular or normal business activities, including banks, trust companies, savings and loan associations, credit unions, and insurance companies and their subsidiaries, affiliates, and agents, authorized title insurers, licensed title insurance producers, licensed mortgage brokers and lenders, licensed real estate brokers, associate real estate brokers and real estate salespersons, and Maryland lawyers. Nonprofit organizations that offer counseling advice to homeowners in foreclosure or loan default, persons who hold or are owed an obligation secured by a lien on a residence in foreclosure while providing services in connection with the obligation or lien, and judgment creditors of a homeowner also are exempt.

Under PHIFA, homeowners have the right to rescind a foreclosure consulting contract at any time. Also, foreclosure consultants must provide any such contract to the homeowner for review before an agreement is entered into. The contract is subject to various requirements, including specific type size and content requirements, and must include specific notice language. The contract also must be accompanied by a separate Notice of Rescission, in a form provided pursuant to PHIFA.

Both the Attorney General and the Commissioner of Financial Regulation have oversight authority concerning PHIFA. Violations of PHIFA's requirements are subject to criminal penalties and a private right of action exists under the statute.

XII. Other Maryland Laws Affecting Financial Service Providers

A. Equal Credit Opportunity

The Maryland Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits discrimination based on sex or marital status. Compliance with the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B constitutes compliance with Maryland law. Other provisions of Maryland's consumer protection laws require notices in connection with the denial of credit.

B. Consumer Protection Act

Maryland's Consumer Protection Act applies directly to extenders of consumer credit, including banks. In addition to restricting unfair and deceptive trade practices, certain provisions apply specifically to extensions of consumer credit, such as the prohibition of confessed judgment clauses.

C. Set-Off

Maryland law prohibits financial institutions from offsetting a customer's deposit account for settlement of a delinquent consumer debt unless the offset is authorized in writing by the customer or a court order is obtained to permit the offset. A consumer debt is defined as any debt arising from a transaction for consumer goods.
D. Judgment Rate

Except for loans secured by mortgages or deeds of trust, a money judgment carries interest at the rate charged in the contract on any balance remaining unpaid until the date of maturity of the contract as originally scheduled. Thereafter, the legal rate of interest on the judgment is 10% per year.

The judgment rate for mortgages and deeds of trust is 10% on the amount of the judgment. Student loans are not subject to this rule if the contractual rate of interest is less than the prevailing legal rate of interest allowed on the judgment, unless the student loan agreement expressly provides otherwise.436

E. Foreign Corporation Qualification

Unless exempted, foreign corporations that do intrastate business in Maryland are required to qualify with the State.437 Foreign corporations that do only interstate or foreign business in Maryland are required to register with the State.438 Registration is an easier process than qualification and should avoid taxation issues for the registrant. A corporation that is qualified to do business in Maryland is not required to register.

Insurance companies subject to Maryland's insurance code, railroads operating in Maryland, and national banks with their main office located in Maryland are expressly exempted from these qualification and registration requirements.439

The following activities do not constitute doing intrastate, interstate, or foreign business in Maryland:

- Foreclosing mortgages and deeds of trust on property in this State;
- Acquiring title to property in this State by foreclosure, deed in lieu of foreclosure, or otherwise after default;
- Holding, protecting, renting, maintaining, and operating property in this State so acquired;
- Selling or transferring the title to property in this State so acquired to any person, including the Federal Housing Administration or the Veterans Administration.440

A corporation that engages in any one or more of these specific activities, and no other activities, will not need to qualify or register to do business.

A corporation required to qualify or register, which does not do so, is subject to a fine of $200 and its officers and agents may be convicted of a misdemeanor and subjected to a fine not to exceed $1,000.441 Failure to qualify or register does not affect the validity of any contract to which the foreign corporation is a party.442 A foreign corporation that is doing intrastate, interstate, or foreign business without complying with the Maryland qualification or registration requirements may maintain a suit in Maryland courts only upon a showing that it has paid the $200 penalty for failure to register or qualify and that it has since complied with the qualification or registration requirements.443
F. Debt Collection

Two separate laws restrict debt collection. The Maryland Consumer Debt Collection Act imposes civil liability on debt collectors who violate the Act. A “collector” is defined as a person collecting an alleged debt arising out of a consumer transaction, or a creditor collecting its own debt.

Debt collectors are prohibited from using or threatening force or violence, threatening criminal prosecution, disclosing or threatening to disclose false information about a consumer’s creditworthiness, contacting the consumer’s employer except as permitted by statute, or otherwise abusing, harassing, or lying to a consumer during debt collection.

Maryland law also imposes licensing requirements on any person who conducts business as a collection agency. Collection agency activities include collecting a consumer claim using a name or artifice that indicates another party is attempting to collect the consumer claim, or giving or selling (or attempting to give or sell) forms or letters that indicate the owner is asserting a consumer claim. Maryland law imposes this licensing requirement on collection agency activities that involve Maryland residents who owe money arising out of a family, household, or personal purpose transaction. A collection agency includes a person who owns and collects a consumer claim that was in default when it was acquired. Persons who fail to obtain a license may be fined up to $1,000, and imprisoned for up to six months. Banks, credit unions, mortgage lenders, thrifts, title companies, and trust companies, among others, are exempt from this licensing requirement. As long as collecting debts does not comprise more than 50% of the total business activity of a person and certain information is filed with the Maryland Collection Agency Licensing Board, persons who collect debts only for affiliates also are exempt.

G. Late Fees

The late fee law generally validates a late fee agreed to by the parties to a contract. A late fee included in a consumer contract (i.e., a contract involving the sale, lease, or provision of goods or services which are for personal, family, or household purposes) is limited to either $5.00 per month, up to 10% per month of the payment amount that is past due, whichever is greater, for no more than three months for any single payment amount that is past due, or 1.5% per month of the payment amount that is past due. A late fee included in a consumer contract may not be imposed until 15 days after the date the bill was rendered for the goods or services, or if a bill is not rendered, 15 days after the payment amount becomes due. The late fee must be disclosed in the consumer contract or by notice in at least 10 point bold type.

The late fee law does not affect a late fee, finance charge, interest, or any other fee or charge otherwise allowed under applicable law. The Office of Counsel to the General Assembly, Maryland Attorney General, has opined that the late fee law does not affect any late fee imposed under the Maryland Credit Laws.
H. Revised Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code

Maryland's version of Revised Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code changes several of the special consumer rules included in the uniform version of Revised Article 9. These changes clarify the Revised Article 9 rules that apply to transactions in consumer goods.

In case of conflict between Revised Article 9 and consumer statutes or regulations, the consumer statute or regulation controls. Failure to comply with the statute or regulation has the effect prescribed under the statute and no recovery is permitted under Revised Article 9. The default and enforcement provisions of Revised Article 9 do not impose additional duties, obligations, or responsibilities on secured parties who are subject to the repossession rules of any of the Maryland Credit Laws.

To the extent Subtitle 6 of Revised Article 9 imposes duties, obligations, or responsibilities on a secured party subject to the repossession provisions of the Maryland Credit Laws, secured parties may ignore Revised Article 9. In addition, Revised Article 9-625, the remedy provision, does not apply to a failure of the secured party to comply with the repossession provisions of the Credit Laws.

Maryland's Revised Article 9 also differs in the following respects from the uniform law:

- While the rules for allocation of payments to determine the extent of purchase-money status and rules for cross-collateralization and refinancing of purchase-money advances of Uniform Revised Article 9 do not apply to consumer-goods transactions, Maryland's version applies to consumer-goods transactions as well as to all other transactions.

- Maryland makes the ten-day safe harbor for disposition of collateral available in consumer transactions.

- Uniform Revised Article 9 imposes statutory damages on creditors (if the collateral is consumer goods) in an amount not less than the credit service charge plus 10% of the principal amount of the obligation and imposes a statutory $500 penalty for failure to comply with certain provisions of Revised Article 9. Maryland did not adopt these penalties.

- In Maryland, the “rebuttable presumption” rule concerning the amount of a deficiency or surplus applies to consumer transactions, as well as to other transactions.

I. Payroll Cards

Maryland employers must pay wages in cash or check. Wages may be direct deposited to a bank account only if authorized by the employee. In addition, employers may credit an employee's wages to a stored value payroll card, which allows employees to access the funds through withdrawal, purchase, or transfer. The employee must authorize payment to a debit card or card account and any card or account fees must be disclosed to the employee in at least 12 point font.
J. Gift Certificates and Gift Cards

A gift certificate is a device that can be used to purchase goods or services or is issued as a store credit for returned goods. Certain items are excluded, including prepaid calling cards, coupons for discounts, free gift certificates, and gift cards. No gift certificate may expire or be subject to any fee within four years after it is purchased. If the gift certificate will expire or be subject to a fee after four years, these terms and conditions must be printed in at least ten point type in a visible place on the gift certificate, on a sticker affixed to the gift certificate, or on an envelope containing the gift certificate. If a gift certificate is issued in violation of the law, it will not expire or be subject to any fee. Gift cards that are processed through a national credit or debit card service and that may be used to purchase goods or services from multiple unaffiliated merchants are not gift certificates. A gift card may be subject to expiration or post-sale fees, but only if the expiration date and information about the fees are printed on the front or back of the gift card in at least ten point type. If the disclosures are hidden by the gift card's packaging, a written statement of the disclosures must be given to the purchaser. Special disclosure requirements apply to gift cards issued by electronic or telephonic means.

No change in a term or condition of a gift certificate or gift card disclosed at the time of issuance or sale may be made, unless the change benefits the consumer.
The need for licensing may be the only reason the SMLL cannot be avoided.

Except for Maryland credit unions, for which open-end credit and closed-end loans are automatically governed by Subtitles 9 and 10, respectively, Md. Code Ann., Fin. Inst. §§ 6-601(b) and (c) [hereinafter FI § xx].

Licensing for activities other than extending credit are found elsewhere in the Maryland code.

An exemption for persons making no more than 3 mortgage loans per calendar year and for persons brokering no more than 1 mortgage loan per calendar year was eliminated by legislation effective January 1, 2013, Chapter 55 of the 2012 Laws of Maryland.
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